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Our objective was to derive the best glucose sensitivity factor
(g-value) and the most discriminating standardized uptake value
(SUV) normalized to glucose for classifying indolent and aggres-
sive lymphomas. Methods: The maximum SUV obtained from
18F-FDG PET over the area of biopsy in 102 patients was normal-
ized by serum glucose ([Glc]) to a standard of 100 mg/dL. Discrimi-
nant analysis was performed by using each SUV100 (SUV � {100/
[Glc]}g, calculated using various g-values ranging from �3.0 to 0,
one at a time) as a variable against the lymphoma grades, and
plotting the percentage of correct classifications against g (g-plot)
to search for the best g-value in normalizing SUV100 for classifying
grades. To address the influence of the extreme glucose condi-
tions, we repeated the same analyses in 12 patients with [Glc] � 70
mg/dL or [Glc] � 110 mg/dL. Results: SUV100 correctly classified
lymphoma grades ranging from 62% to 73% (P � 0.0005), de-
pending on the g-value, with a maximum at a g-value of �0.5. For
the subgroup with extreme glucose values, the g-plot also re-
vealed higher and more optimal discrimination at a g-value of �0.5
(92%) than at a g-value of 0 (83%) (P � 0.03). The discrimination
deteriorated at g � �1 in both analyses. The box plot for all cases
using a g-value of �0.5 showed little overlap in classifying lym-
phoma grades. For a visually selected threshold SUV100 of 7.25,
the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of identifying aggressive
grades were 82%, 79%, and 81%, respectively. Conclusion: The
results suggest that metabolic discrimination between lymphoma
grades using a glucose-normalized SUV from 18F-FDG PET is
improved by introducing g-value as an extra degree of freedom.
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In oncologic evaluation, the use of PET with 18F-FDG as
its analog tracer is now widespread because it can take
advantage of diverse capabilities among cell types in me-

tabolizing serum glucose. The modeling of glucose meta-
bolic rate (MRglc) with 18F-FDG (1,2) follows the solid
foundation from 14C-deoxyglucose (3):

MRglc � ��Glc�/LC��K1k3/	k2 � k3
�, Eq. 1

where the rate constants K1 and k2 are the forward and
reverse transport across the capillary/cellular membrane, k3

is the phosphorylation of 18F-FDG to 18F-FDG-6-P in cells,
and LC is a lumped constant that accounts for the transport
and phosphorylation difference between 18F-FDG and glu-
cose, assuming a small dephosphorylation rate constant (k4)
for 18F-FDG-6-P. It has been shown that as 18F-FDG com-
petes with serum glucose, the standardized uptake value
(SUV), but not the MRglc, in certain tumors is influenced
by the serum glucose concentration ([Glc]) (4). Assuming
negligible free 18F-FDG at the time of imaging, it has been
theorized that SUV is related to MRglc (5):

MRglc � G � �Glc� � SUV Eq. 2A

or

MRglc/G � �Glc� � SUV, Eq. 2B

where G is a product of LC and a subject-independent
proportional constant relating the term of dose per body
weight to the time integral of total plasma 18F-FDG activity
(5).

Thus, by taking the differentials on both sides of Equation
2B with respect to [Glc] and treating MRglc/G as a single
term, one can introduce a proposed glucose sensitivity fac-
tor, or g-value (6):

d 	SUV
/d �Glc� � g � �SUV/�Glc��, Eq. 3

where in terms of MRglc/G, g � {d [(MRglc/G)]/
d [Glc]} � {[Glc]/(MRglc/G)} � 1. For cases in which G
may be assumed to be independent of [Glc] (5), g is sim-
plified to {d (MRglc)/d [Glc]} � {[Glc]/(MRglc)} � 1. In
certain special situations, assuming that changes in MRglc
are negligible with respect to [Glc] (4) or that MRglc/G is
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constant, then the change in SUV with respect to [Glc] is
given by:

d 	SUV
/d �Glc� � �SUV/�Glc�. Eq. 4

This explains the inverse relationship between [Glc] and
18F-FDG uptake in many experimental tumors (7). Despite
these attempts to theorize the meaning of the proposed
g-value with few basic assumptions from the literature (5),
Equation 3 can also be treated as just an empiric formula
and, by being written in the logarithmic form, becomes:

g � d �ln 	SUV
�/d �ln �Glc�� �

�d	SUV
/d�Glc�� � ��Glc�/SUV�. Eq. 5

Thus, g-value may be regarded as the percentage change
in SUV per percentage change in [Glc] for any type of
functional dependence of SUV on [Glc], as proposed by a
prior preliminary investigation (6). When Equation 5 is
written in the functional forms, it becomes simple practical
ratios:

g � �ln 	SUV1
 � ln 	SUV2
�/

�ln �Glc1� � ln �Glc2�� Eq. 6A

or

SUV1/SUV2 � ��Glc1�/�Glc2��
g, Eq. 6B

where subscripts 1 and 2 denote SUV at 2 different [Glc]
conditions.

Although little attention has been given to this newly
defined g-value, the theoretic values of g appear to range
from �1, as in Equation 4 when the change in MRglc with
respect to [Glc] is negligible (4), to 0, as in Equation 3 when
the percentage change in MRglc/G equals that in [Glc],
because some investigators do assume what would be g �
�1 or g � 0 (4,5). The objective of this study was to derive
the best g-value and the most discriminating SUV normal-
ized to glucose for classifying indolent and aggressive lym-
phomas, using an empiric g-value ranging from �3 to a
practical upper limit of 0 when there is no correction for
[Glc]. Thus, within this range falls a g-value of �1, which
is popularly assumed as a universal value in correcting SUV
for serum glucose to a standard [Glc] (5,8,9) and is included
in this study. Many previous studies sought the best way to
normalize SUV. A previous study suggested that glucose
correction using a g-value of �1 reduces the variability of
SUV calculations (9). Instead of choosing discriminant
analysis, another prior study chose the receiver operating
characteristic curve for optimization (10). Those investiga-
tors did not consider fractional g-value as a degree of
freedom in optimization. The current study introduces an
extra dimension, g-value for SUV. Part of this portion of the
investigation has been reported in abstract form (11).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Group and PET Imaging
The study included 102 patients with newly diagnosed non-

Hodgkin’s lymphoma (n � 60) or Hodgkin’s disease (n � 42) but
without diabetes or other cancers and who underwent PET within
3 mo of biopsy. Lymphomas were classified using the World
Health Organization criteria and graded clinicopathologically as
indolent or aggressive, by pathologists who were unaware of the
PET results. Scans were obtained on a dedicated whole-body PET
scanner (Advance; GE Healthcare) 1 h after injection of 18F-FDG
(370 MBq, on average) and after the patients had fasted about 4 h.
[Glc] was recorded for each patient just before injection of the
tracer. PET images were reconstructed using an iterative recon-
struction algorithm with segmented attenuation correction. Using
the maximum SUV obtained over the area of biopsy and setting the
standard [Glc] equal to 100 mg/dL, we defined a standardized
SUV, called SUV100, from Equation 6B:

SUV100 � SUV � �100/�Glc��g. Eq. 7

Data Analysis
To determine the sign of the g-value, we first calculated the

g-value using the regression method, ln (SUV) versus ln ([Glc]),
which yields a negative value of �0.3 for the entire population, as
reported in the literature (4,6). Because of the various potential
experimental errors, g-values more negative than �1 were consid-
ered to be beyond those predicted by theory (Eq. 3). Thus, the
discriminant analysis was performed for each independent variable
SUV100 by separately using various negative g-values to calculate
SUV100s ranging from �3.0 to 0 at �3, �2.5, �2, �1.5, �1.125,
�1, �0.875, �0.75, �0.625, �0.5, �0.25, and 0, one at a time.
Each generated set of SUV100s is then a variable in discriminant
analysis to use against the dichotomous value of lymphoma grades
(indolent or aggressive types). The cutoff value of SUV100 for each
g-value used in discriminant analysis was chosen automatically by
computer algorithm (SPSS Inc.) to avoid threshold selection bias.
The box plots were later examined to determine the discrimination
by each derived SUV100. Finally, the percentage of correct classi-
fications using various g-values ranging from �3.0 to 0 was
plotted against g-value to search for that which best normalized
SUV100 for classifying lymphoma grades. To address the influence
of the extreme glucose conditions, we repeated the same analyses
on 12 patients with [Glc] � 70 mg/dL or [Glc] � 110 mg/dL.

RESULTS

Patients with aggressive lymphoma did not statistically
differ from patients with indolent lymphoma in age (51 �
19 y vs. 54 � 19 y), height (170 � 10 cm vs. 165 � 10 cm),
weight (77 � 16 kg vs. 73 � 19 kg), or [Glc] (90 � 13
mg/dL vs. 89 � 16 mg/dL). SUV was, however, signifi-
cantly higher in aggressive lymphomas than in indolent
lymphomas (15.7 � 10.2 vs. 5.9 � 2.9, P � 0.0005).
SUV100 correctly classified lymphoma grades ranging from
62% to 73% (P � 0.0005), depending on the g-value, with
a maximum at a g-value of �0.5 (Fig. 1A). The plot for
percentage correct classification against g-value or the g-
plot for all cases rose monotonically to a peak as g-value
increased from �3.0 to �0.5 and decreased when g-value
was more than �0.5. For the subgroup with extreme glu-
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cose values, the g-plot also revealed higher and more opti-
mal discrimination when the g-value was �0.5 (92%) than
when it was 0 (83%) (P � 0.03). The discrimination dete-
riorated at g � �1 in both analyses. The box plot for all
cases using a g-value of �0.5 showed little overlap in
classifying lymphoma grades (Fig. 1B). If a cutoff SUV100

of 7.25 was manually chosen near the separation line in the
box plot, the accuracy of identifying the aggressive grade
was 81%, with a sensitivity of 82% and a specificity of 79%
(Eq. 9). The SUV100 was significantly higher in aggressive
lymphomas than in indolent lymphomas (14.8 � 9.6 vs.
5.6 � 2.9, P � 0.0005). The means for the 2 groups were
lower than the uncorrected SUVs because for the entire
group the global mean [Glc] was slightly lower (90 � 13
mg/dL) than the standard [Glc] (100 mg/dL). The regression
of ln (SUV) versus ln [Glc] yielded an estimated g-value of
�0.3, which was close to the empiric results reported here.
The plot of SUV at a g-value of 0 versus the [Glc] of all 102
patients showed 2 populations: one representing indolent
lymphomas and one representing aggressive lymphomas
(Fig. 2A). When there was no glucose correction, the area
between the mean SUV lines of these 2 populations repre-
sented the boundary zone between them. This boundary
zone was refined by plotting ln (SUV) against ln [Glc] or the
logarithmic form of SUV against [Glc]g (Fig. 2B). The areas
between the mean regression lines or their 95% confidence
intervals might be considered examples of the boundary
zones. Straight lines (in the logarithmic form) with various
slopes (g) derived from Equation 7 could also serve as the
discriminating lines between these 2 populations:

ln 	SUV
 � ln 	SUV100/100g
 � g � ln �Glc�. Eq. 8

Parallel lines with different cutoff SUV100s but the same
slope at a g-value of �0.5, obtained from discriminant
analysis crossing the boundary zone, yielded the various

threshold values for achieving clinically appropriate and
useful sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, as in the fol-
lowing special formula from Equation 8 with the data from
the current study:

ln 	SUV
 � ln 	SUV100 cutoff/100�0.5
 � 0.5 � ln �Glc� �

�0.5 � ln �Glc� � �ln 	SUV100 cutoff
 � ln 	10
�. Eq. 9

DISCUSSION

PET is now a well-established diagnostic tool, with visual
interpretations of images dominating the diagnostic process.
However, quantitative techniques, including the so-called
semiquantitative SUV analyses, supplement PET. These
SUV analyses take advantage of the separation in mean
SUVs between 2 populations—in this study, between pa-
tients with indolent lymphomas and patients with aggressive
lymphomas (Figs. 1B and 2). The impartiality of quantita-
tive classification makes it a valuable adjunct to visual
analyses.

An underlying difficulty in this classification process,
caused by dispersion about the means, is the presence of
overlap (Figs. 1B and 2): SUVs are lower for some aggres-
sive types than for some indolent types, leading to incorrect
discrimination. Primarily responsible for these patient-to-
patient variations in uptake within a disease class are cel-
lular biologic factors, which the rate constants of Equation
1 reflect. Also partially responsible is the random distribu-
tion of [Glc] in patients. This work reduces that variability
by optimally correcting all SUVs to a standard glucose level
of 100 mg/dL. It is this optimal correction, with the best
choice of g-value, that is proposed, in contrast to the tradi-
tion of using SUV with, usually, a g-value of 0 (no correc-
tion) or, occasionally, of �1 (a theoretic correction, which
occurs only when there is no change in MRglc/G with
respective to [Glc], as suggested by Equation 3).

FIGURE 1. (A) g-plot: percentage of correctly classified pathologically proven indolent and aggressive lymphoma grades against
g-values, including the entire group and the subgroup with extreme [Glc]. (B) Box plot for entire group (n � 120) for g-value of �0.5.
Outliers are identified by E with case numbers. Indolent lymphomas are widely separated from aggressive lymphomas using SUV100

at g-value of �0.5, which may be considered a boundary zone.
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Figure 1A shows that a g-value of �0.5 achieved the best
classification rate. The reason for the substantial drop-off in
this rate when much more negative (or higher absolute)
g-values are used is that the randomness of [Glc] in the
population has a greater influence on the corrected SUVs.
The use of unsuitable g-values in the correction may cause
greater variability than does the use of a g-value of �0.5,
and the resulting larger overlap in SUVs between the 2
classes means less accurate classifications. Thus, the result
of using an optimal g-value to reduce variability from [Glc]
in the population is somewhat analogous to that of using
clinically impractical clamps on [Glc]. The glucose-normal-
ized SUV, or SUV100, may be useful in oncologic PET
measurements for comparisons and for monitoring treat-
ment response when the [Glc] is more variable than in the
current study.

Glucose sensitivity is only one of many correctable fac-
tors that influence SUVs (5,12) which, among other factors,
has been somewhat neglected. Clinically, a glucose correc-
tion to SUV is rarely done, and even then it is universally
done using a nominal g-value of �1. A special feature of the
study here is that, after correction, it keeps variability to
below that when no correction is used or when correction is
used with a nominal g-value of �1.

This study used the maximum SUVs over the biopsy
sites. Clinically, the decision on biopsy site is not based
totally on metabolic status. For instance, mediastinal or
spleen uptake may be more or less intense than supracla-

vicular or inguinal uptake. However, because of the acces-
sibility of the superficial sites, biopsy was performed at
these rather than at sites deep in the body. Thus, the study
was originally designed to include this unavoidable overall
systematic error. In actuality, the biopsy site chosen was
that deemed to produce the least trauma. No major trauma
was incurred by the minimally invasive procedures, and
sufficient time elapsed after the PET scan to prevent signif-
icant inflammatory changes from being a confounding fac-
tor in the SUV calculation.

No single test is 100% accurate in clinical practice. None-
theless, if SUV100 were to help better determine tumor
biology and be used in conjunction with current staging and
prognostic factors, one could potentially better determine
which lymphomas are indolent and can be managed with
watchful waiting and which are aggressive and require local
or systemic therapy. In patients with disease that straddles
the indolent and aggressive subtypes, such as follicular type
II lymphomas, an SUV100 greater than 7.25 may prompt one
to choose a more aggressive therapy. The SUV data might
also spare a patient from multiple biopsies by directing the
surgeon to an area more likely to exhibit more aggressive
behavior.

Although the method is quite general, the specific data
presented here pertain to indolent and aggressive lymphoma
and may not apply to other types of cancer. Other neoplasms
have other sensitivities to glucose (6) and intrinsic varia-
tions in rate constants, which dominate uptake variability.

FIGURE 2. (A) Plot of original SUV without glucose correction against [Glc] for aggressive and indolent lymphomas, with mean
reference lines. Boundary zone lies somewhere between these 2 reference lines. (B) Plot of ln (SUV) against ln [Glc], the logarithmic
form of SUV against [Glc]g for aggressive and indolent lymphoma grades, with lines indicating mean regression lines and 95%
confidence intervals. Graph shows refinement of boundary zone with proposed g-value.
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Moreover, the scatter of the data points shown in Figure 2
indicates that other, unknown, factors also greatly affect
SUV and lessen the significance of the plasma glucose
adjustment. Nonetheless, with the model of SUV adjust-
ment, one could allow greater glucose variability in patients
when performing 18F-FDG PET and thus relax the fasting or
dietary requirements before the study. In any event, the
model introduced in this study improves the classification of
lymphomas, although the improvement may be only slight
if there is little variability in glucose levels. It is the ability
of the model to account for some unexpected variations in
glucose levels during PET imaging that makes this correc-
tion useful. Further studies on other cancers and on appli-
cations after treatment are under way.

CONCLUSION

The results of this study suggest that the use of a glucose-
normalized SUV from 18F-FDG PET, with correction to a
standard at 100 mg/dL, is a robust metabolic discriminator
between lymphoma grades. This approach introduces an
extra degree of freedom by seeking the best choice of
g-value rather than using the customary g-value of 0 (no
glucose correction) or, sometimes, �1 for the discrimina-
tion marker. A g-value less than �1.0 is most likely phys-
iologically unrealistic. Use of an optimally chosen g-value
may have varying degrees of success for various cancers
under different conditions.
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